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Photonic-delay technique for phase-noise
measurement of microwave oscillators
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A photonic-delay line is used as a frequency discriminator for measurement of the phase noise—hence the
short-term frequency stability—of microwave oscillators. The scheme is suitable for electronic and photonic
oscillators, including the optoelectronic oscillator, mode lock lasers, and other types of rf and microwave pulsed
optical sources. The approach is inherently suitable for a wide range of frequency without reconfiguration,
which is important for the measurement of tunable oscillators. It is also insensitive to a moderate frequency
drift without the need for phase locking. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
he ever-increasing demand for precision measurements

n scientific and technological applications requires
ltralow-noise, highly spectrally pure, and highly stable
ources of reference signals. This is because phase, and
quivalently frequency and time, are the most precisely
easured physical quantities. Up until one decade ago,

irtually all high-performance reference oscillators oper-
ted in the rf region of the spectrum, and any higher fre-
uency required multiplication steps that were cumber-
ome and degraded the quality of the signal. In the past
ecade, optical techniques have overcome this obstacle,
roducing low-noise sources for the millimeter-wave and
icrowave-frequency regimes. Photonic oscillators1,2 and
ode-locked lasers3,4 produce low-noise references in the

requency domain of tens of gigahertz and advance many
pplications, ranging from tests of fundamental physical
aws to optical analog-to-digital converters and radar. The
dvent of the femtosecond optical comb5 has completed
he missing link by extending the ability to measure and
haracterize optical frequencies through a comparison
ith the microwave sources.
As the quality of the reference signals has improved,

he need for measurement systems capable of precisely
haracterizing them has also grown. Ultralow-noise mea-
urement systems are difficult to implement and use, and
he task of the precise characterization of the noise of
igh-performance reference sources is relegated mostly to
etrological laboratories. This is because at the level of

erformance of advanced standards, the measurement
ystem is required to operate at or near the fundamental
oise limits. Every source of technical noise must be care-
ully identified, characterized, eliminated, or reduced.
recise measurements also typically require access to an
ltralow-noise reference source that is compared with the
0740-3224/05/050987-11/$15.00 © 2
scillator being characterized. In this conventional het-
rodyne approach the signals from the oscillator being
ested is mixed with that of the reference in a mixer, and
he output at dc (zero frequency) is measured with a spec-
rum analyzer. The scheme requires that the frequency of
he oscillator being tested be at the same value as that of
he high-performance reference with which it is being
ompared. This is an additional constraint for the devel-
pment of low-noise sources that may have a natural os-
illating frequency different from that of the reference.

Because of this, the homodyne technique for character-
zation of the noise of the oscillator is also used. In this
pproach, the signal from the source is split into two
ranches, one of which is delayed for decorrelation before
eing mixed with the first branch. For the required noise
ecorrelation over the (Fourier) frequency range of inter-
st, the required delays are many microseconds long and
ifficult to achieve with conventional electronic tech-
iques. Here again optical techniques can provide new ca-
abilities for overcoming this particular barrier. The use
f long fiber delays provides a low loss and a practical
echnique for use in homodyne schemes. A particularly
esirable feature of this approach is its compatibility with
ptically generated microwave signals, which usually
ave an optical output and can be easily introduced into a
ber delay. Thus an effective scheme can be implemented
hat is accessible to most research laboratories interested
n the characterization of the noise of high-performance
scillators.

Despite its great utility, the optically based noise-
easurement scheme is not widely known in the optics

ommunity. In this paper we aim to describe this ap-
roach and provide a detailed analysis of its features and
ts limitations. We are interested in reference signal
ources that have ultrahigh spectral purity and short
005 Optical Society of America
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erm stability. Our approach is not suitable for the mea-
urement of long-term stability, as needed, for example,
or atomic clocks that must be characterized in the time
omain with a completely different measurement system.
Since the subject of rf and microwave phase-noise mea-

urement is not necessarily a familiar one in the optics
ommunity, we begin our presentation with a discussion
f the salient features of phase noise, which is also re-
uired for characterizing the time-domain stability of ref-
rence sources. We will also present a description of the
eterodyne phase-noise measurement method to be com-
ared with the homodyne technique. We provide a de-
ailed analysis of the photonic-delay line and discuss the
ontributions of all sources of noise associated with vari-
us components in the measurement system. Finally, we
pply the optical-delay line to characterize the phase
oise of a photonic oscillator that has a performance
igher than commercial measurement instruments, such
s spectrum analyzers, and thus requires a high-
erformance test system.

. OVERVIEW
hase noise is described in terms of power spectral den-
ity Sfsfd of random phase fluctuations fstd, as a function
f Fourier frequency f. This refers to the signal represen-
ation

vstd = V0f1 + astdgcosf2pn0t + fstdg. s1d

ndustry reports and specifications often use Lsfd, which
s defined as Lsfd= 1

2Sfsfd. The amplitude noise astd and its
pectrum are also of interest in many cases. An alternate
uantity used to describe the frequency stability of oscil-
ators, and closely related to Sfsfd, is the two-sample (Al-
an) variance

sy
2std =

1

2
sȳk+1 − ȳkd2, s2d

here ȳk and ȳk+1 are the fractional fluctuation ystd
1/s2pn0dsd/dtdfstd averaged on contiguous time intervals
f duration t, which is the measurement time.

A model that is found useful in describing the observed
hase noise of oscillators is the power-law dependence of
hase noise on the Fourier frequency

Sfsfd = o
iø0

bif
i, s3d

hich includes the negative powers of f including f 0

white phase noise) to at least f −4 (random walk of fre-
uency), depending on the oscillator and the observation
ime. Figure 1 shows the phase-noise spectrum of an os-
illator, and the definitions of main terms of Eq. (3). Simi-
ar models also apply to the spectrum of frequency fluc-
uation Sysfd and to the Allan variance. Detailed
iscussions of phase noise and short-term stability are
vailable in several references, among which we prefer
he review paper of Rutman,6 Comité Consultatif Interna-
ional des Radiocommunications report 580-3,7 a book ed-
ted by Kroupa,8 and Chapter 2 of Ref. 9. A standard10 of
he Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is
lso available.
Among the processes of Fig. 1, we are interested mainly
n the flicker of frequency, which has a slope of f−3 in the
og–log plot of Sfsfd, and a constant two-sample variance,
ndependent of t.

For technical reasons, the direct measurement of Sfsfd
y means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer is
referable for short-term fluctuations, whereas the time-
omain techniques for the direct measurement of sy

2std
re more suitable for slower fluctuations. The breakpoint
s about f=1 Hz, with an overlapping of 1–2 decades. As
e are interested in short-term stability, it is therefore
atural to explore the frequency-domain methods, even if
he final result may be reported as systd.

The basic method for the measurement of phase noise
n oscillators is shown in Fig. 2(a). The double-balanced

ixer, saturated at both inputs, works as a phase-to-
oltage converter. The gain is typically in the range of
00–500 mV/rad, depending on the device and on power.

power of 5–10 mW is usually needed to saturate the
ixer. The reference oscillator is phase locked to the os-

illator under test. When needed, a synthesizer makes the

Fig. 1. Oscillator phase noise.

ig. 2. Usual schemes for the measurement of Sfsfd. (A) simple
hase-noise measurement, (B) beat-frequency phase-noise
easurement.
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ominal frequencies equal. Whereas one may be inclined
o use a loose loop and to measure phase noise at frequen-
ies higher than the cutoff, a tight loop is often preferable,
ecause in this case the noise spectrum is multiplied by

2. Thus, for example, the 1/ f3 low-frequency spectrum
flicker of frequency) turns into 1/ f (flicker of phase). As a
esult, the burden on the dynamic range of the FFT ana-
yzer is strongly reduced. On the other hand, the tight
oop relies upon the knowledge of the loop-transfer func-
ion, which must be measured and accounted for in order
or Sfsfd to be obtained.

Two experimental problems are inherent in the scheme
f Fig. 2(a). The first is that a synthesizer is needed if the
scillator under test does not oscillate at a convenient fre-
uency. The needed resolution is often obtained at the ex-
ense of short-term stability, which limits the measure-
ent. The second is that microwave leakage, unavoidable

n some cases, artificially reduces the phase noise and
akes the measurement results incorrect. In a different

ontext, the same mechanism is exploited to reduce the
scillator noise by injection locking.11,12

The beat method shown in Fig. 2(b) solves the above
roblems. The main point is that there is some freedom in
hoosing the reference, which can be an oscillator with a
requency not far from n0 or a lower-frequency oscillator
ollowed by a frequency multiplier. In both cases, the
hort-term stability limitation of the microwave synthe-
izer is removed. The phase-noise measurement takes
lace at the beat frequency nb in the high frequency (HF)
egion, where low-noise synthesizers are available. Phase
ocking may be used with the reference or the auxiliary
ynthesizer, allowing more flexibility. In practice, nb is
hosen to prevent any leakage from affecting the results.
he scheme of Fig. 2(b) offers the highest sensitivity. Yet
he problem with it is that a suitable low-noise reference
ust be available, at a frequency nr not far from n0, say
ithin 50 MHz. This can be a severe constraint if one
lans to measure oscillators with natural outputs in the
igahertz range. Then, in some cases, the loop gain is
pread in a wide range. In short, this approach may be
he only possible option for the most demanding applica-
ions, such as the case of the whispering gallery mode
scillators,13–15 but it is difficult to design and to operate
s a general-purpose instrument.
We now turn our attention to the single-oscillator (ho-
odyne) method, in which a frequency discriminator acts

s the reference with which the oscillator under test is
ompared. Systems based on this technique have been in
se since the early use of the oscillator metrology,16–18 yet
re much older; Pound used a discriminator to stabilize
n oscillator.19 A resonator of quality factor Q is a dis-
riminator that turns frequency fluctuations dn into
hase fluctuations f=dn /2n0Q. For our purpose, a resona-
or tunable over a wide range would be necessary. Yet the
ariable resonators do not have a sufficiently high stabil-
ty and Q for the measurement of low-noise oscillators,
nd no significant progress has been made in this area
ince the publication of Refs. 16–18. A powerful alterna-
ive at our disposal is the photonic-delay line, which will
e analyzed in Sections 3 and 4.
In this homodyne approach, the discriminator gain is

roportional to the delay, but an electrical delay line is
ot suitable at microwave frequencies because of high at-
enuation. For example, a UT-141 semirigid cable (3.5
mm diameter, polytetrafluoro-ethylene insulated) has an
nsertion loss of some 0.8 dB/m at 10 GHz, which limits
he achievable delay to about 100 ns s25 md. Even at
ower frequencies, where a longer cable has a tolerable at-
enuation, it was necessary to use a correlation system
ith two independent delay lines and phase detectors20,21

o overcome the high background noise that results from
he short delay. Needless to say, the dual-delay-line sys-
em is cumbersome, complicated, and difficult to use.

Photonic technology offers a solution, since an optical
ber typically has a refractive index n=1.45 and the at-
enuation is as low as 0.2 dB/km at the wavelength l
1.55 mm. Therefore a 10-km coil exhibits a delay of
0 ms, in a reasonable size and weight (1310−3 m3 and
kg). Fibers show more advantages than electrical

ables. First, optical power confinement is such that leak-
ge, shielding, and grounding are no longer a problem.
hen, in protected environment, there is virtually no rea-
on for axial stress along the fiber, whereas some bending
orce is more likely to result from residual vibrations. The
ore is small s<5 mmd as compared with the fiber size
125 mmd and centered along the neutral axis; thus bend-
ng the fiber has little effect on the optical path. Finally,
he temperature coefficient of the refraction index n, thus
f the delay, is as low as 6.85310−6/K−1, out of reach for
ables. For reference, the room-temperature microwave
scillator that is most stable in the short term makes use
f a sapphire WG (whispering gallery) resonator, which
as a thermal coefficient dn /n0dT.7310−5/K−1. Thus if
temperature control is needed, the control of a WG os-

illator is likely to be adequate. Yet our measurements are
t a much shorter time scale than the temperature-
hange time constant.

. DELAY-LINE THEORY
igure 3 shows the principle of the delay-line measure-

ig. 3. Delay-line homodyne method. (A) time domain, (B)
aplace transform domain.
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ent and its equivalent in the Laplace transform domain.
y inspection of Fig. 3,

Fossd = HfssdFissd, s4d

here Hfssd=1−exps−std. Turning the Laplace trans-
orms into power spectra Eq. (4) becomes

Sfosfd = uHfsjfdu2Sfisfd, s5d

here

uHfsjfdu2 = 4 sin2spftd. s6d

he spectrum of frequency fluctuation Sysfd is related to
fsfd through

Sysfd =
f2

n0
2Sfisfd. s7d

ombining Eqs. (5) and (7), we get

Sysfd = uHysjfdu2Sfisfd, s8d

here

uHysjfdu2 =
4n0

2

f2 sin2spftd. s9d

quation (5) is used to derive the phase noise Sfisfd of the
scillator under test. Alternatively, Eq. (7) is used to de-
ive the frequency noise Sysfd. We prefer Sfsfd, indepen-
ent of how the final results will be expressed, because
he background noise of the instrument appears as Sfsfd.

Figure 4 shows the transfer functions uHfsjfdu2 and
Hysjfdu2 for n0=10 GHz and td=10 ms (2-km delay line),
hich is typical of our experiments. For f→0, it holds

Hfsjfdu2, f2. Fortunately, high slope processes such as
icker of frequency dominate in this region (see Fig. 1),
hich compensates uHfsjfdu2. The phase-noise measure-
ent is therefore possible, providing that the delay td can

e appropriately chosen. uHfsjfdu2, as well as uHysjfdu2, has
series of zeros at f=n /td, with integer nù1. The experi-
ental results are not useful in the vicinity of these zeros.
t the beginning of our experiments we hoped to recon-
truct the spectrum beyond the first zero at f=1/td by ex-
loiting the maxima at f= s2i+1d / s2t d (integer iù1). This

ig. 4. Transfer functions uHfsjfdu2 and uHysjfdu2 plotted for n0
10 GHz and td=10 ms.
d

urned out to be difficult. One problem is the resolution of
he FFT analyzer, as the density of zeros increases on a
ogarithmic scale. Another problem is the presence of
tray signals in the measured spectrum, which make un-
eliable the few data around the maxima. The practical
imit is about f=0.95/td, where uHfsjfdu2=−16 dB, and at

ost some points around f=3/ s2tdd between the first and
econd zeros.

. SOURCES OF NOISE
he basic block for photonic phase-noise measurements is
hown in Fig. 3(a). In normal operation the random phase
std results from the fluctuations of the input frequency.

n this section we analyze the sources of noise of the
lock, since fostd is acquired form the noise of electrical
nd optical components.
The power Plstd of the optical signal is sinusoidally
odulated at the microwave angular frequency vm with a
odulation index m

Plstd = P̄ls1 + m cos vmtd. s10d

ere, we use the subscripts l and m for “light” and “mi-
rowave,” and the overbar to denote the average. Equa-
ion (10) is similar to the traditional amplitude modula-
ion of radio broadcasting, but optical power is modulated
nstead of rf voltage. In the presence of a distorted (non-
inear) modulation, we take the fundamental of the modu-
ating signal, at vm.

The detector photocurrent is

istd =
qh

hnl

P̄ls1 + m cos vmtd, s11d

here q=1.602310−19 C is the electron charge, h is the
uantum efficiency of the photodetector, and h=6.626
10−34 J/Hz the Planck constant. Only the ac term
cos vmt of Eq. (11) contributes to the microwave signal.

he microwave power fed into the load resistance R0 is
¯

m=R0iac
2 , hence

P̄m =
1

2
m2R0S qh

hnl

D2

P̄l
2. s12d

. White Noise
he discrete nature of photons leads to the shot noise of
ower spectral density Ns=2qiR0 [W/Hz] at the detector
utput. By virtue of Eq. (11),

Ns = 2
q2h

hnl

P̄lR0. s13d

n addition, there is the equivalent input noise of the am-
lifier loaded by R0, whose power spectrum is

Nt = FkBT0, s14d

here F is the noise figure of the amplifier, kB=1.38
10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant, and T0 is the tem-

erature. The white noise Ns+Nt turns into a noise floor
f0= sNs+Ntd /Pm of Sfsfd. By use of Eqs. (12)–(14), the
oor is
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Sf0 =
2

m2F2
hnl

h

1

P̄l

+
FkBT0

R0
Shnl

qh
D2S 1

P̄l

D2G . s15d

quation (15) holds for one arm of Fig. 3. As there are two
ndependent arms, noise power is multiplied by two. In
ddition, it is convenient to redefine P̄l as the total input
ower, half of which goes to the detector input. Account-
ng for the two arms and changing P̄l→ P̄l /2, the phase-
oise floor of the entire block is

Sf0 =
16

m2Fhnl

h

1

P̄l

+
FkBT0

R0
Shnl

qh
D2S 1

P̄l

D2G . s16d

nterestingly, the noise floor is proportional to sP̄ld−2 at
ow power and to sP̄ld−1 above the threshold power

Pl,t =
FkBT0

R0

hnl

q2h
. s17d

or example, taking nl=193.4 THz (wavelength l
1.55 mm), h=0.6, F=1 (noise-free amplifier), and m=1,
e get a threshold power Pl,t=689 mW, setting the noise
oor at Sf0=9.9310−15 rad2/Hz s−140 dB rad2/Hzd.
When the mixer is used as a phase-to-voltage converter,

aturated at both inputs, its noise is chiefly the noise of
he output amplifier divided by the conversion gain kf.
ssuming that the amplifier noise is 1.6 nV/ÎHz (our low-
icker amplifiers, input terminated to 50 V) and that kf

0.1 V/rad (conservative with respect to Pm), the
ixer noise is approximately 2.5310−16 rad2/Hz

−156 dB rad2/Hzd. In practice, the mixer noise can
ardly approach the noise of the microwave amplifier be-
ause of the gain of the latter. The microwave gain, hid-
en in Eq. (16), is not a free parameter. Its permitted
ange derives from the need of operating the mixer in the
aturation region, below the maximum power.

Figure 5 shows the noise floor Sf0 as a function of the
otal optical power for some reference cases.

ig. 5. Noise floor as a function of the optical power. The thresh-
ld power depends on the noise figure F.
. Modulation Index
or a given cw laser power, the condition of maximum mi-
rowave power at the angular frequency vm is that of a
quare wave of the same frequency that switches sym-
etrically between 0 and 2P̄l. This is equivalent to re-

lacing the term m cos vmt in Eq. (10) with a unity square
ave that flips between ±1. In our case the unity square
ave can be expanded in a Fourier series truncated after

he first term, because the higher harmonics (v=nvm,
ith integer nù2) are not in the passband of the micro-
ave chain. Thus the unity square wave is replaced with

inusoid of angular frequency vm and amplitude 4/p.
herefore the square-wave modulation is equivalent to a
inusoidal modulation with a modulation index m=4/p
1.273. m.1 is no contradiction with the traditional
odulation theory; it only means that harmonic distor-

ion is present.
A more interesting case is that of the electro-optic
odulator (EOM), which is used in virtually all photonic

scillators and as the modulator in the experiments de-
cribed in Section 6. The EOM transmission, as a function
f the driving voltage ystd, is

T =
1

2
+

1

2
sin

py

Vp

, s18d

here Vp is the half-wave voltage of the modulator. When
he driving signal is ystd=Vp cos vmt, the transmission be-
omes

Tstd =
1

2
F1 + 2J1SpVp

Vp
Dcos vmt + . . . G , s19d

here J1 is the first-order Bessel function of the first
ind. Equation (19) derives from the zeroth term of the
eries expansion

sinsz cos ud = 2o
k=0

`

s− 1dkJ2k+1 cosfs2k + 1dug. s20d

he neglected terms “…” of Eq. (19) are higher harmonics,
f angular frequency nvm, integer nù2. They also ensure
øTø1. Equation (19) has the same form as Eq. (10),
ence the modulation index is

m = 2J1SpVp

Vp
D . s21d

he maximum is m.1.164, which occurs at Vp
0.586 Vp.
Harmonic distortion could be avoided if m is kept

mall, but there is no advantage, because harmonic dis-
ortion has no first-order effect on noise (shot and ther-
al). On the other hand, the optical power is limited by

aturation in the photodetector. A large m is therefore the
nly means to increase the microwave power, thus the
ignal-to-shot-noise ratio. In practice, the microwave
ower and the dc bias of the EOM are sometimes difficult
o set and maintain at the maximum modulation index.
his is due to the possibility for bias drift and to the ther-
al sensitivity of the lithium niobate. Hence, we take m
1 as the maximum, being aware that this may be some-
hat optimistic.
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. Flicker Noise
he residual flicker noise derives from a number of causes

or which there is no satisfactory theory. Nonetheless,
ased on experience and experimental facts, a model may
e developed.

. Amplifier
hase flickering of amplifiers, as well as amplitude flick-
ring, results from noise at near-dc frequency upcon-
erted by the device nonlinearity. This is made evident by
he simple observation that in the absence of a carrier the
icrowave spectrum at the amplifier output is white, i.e.,

onstant over the entire bandwidth. Whereas a general
heory does not exist, several experimental
bservations22–24 suggest that different amplifiers based
n a given technology tend to have about the same b−1 co-
fficient in Eq. (3), and that b−1 is nearly constant in a
ide range of carrier frequency and power. The typical
hase flickering of a “good” microwave amplifier operated
ell below the 1-dB compression point P1 dB is between

−1=1310−11 and b−1=2310−11. For example, b−1 of a
ommercial amplifier (Microwave Solutions
SH6545502) that we measured at 9.9 GHz is between

.25310−11 and 2310−11 from 300 mW to 80 mW of out-
ut power. For this device, the 1-dB compression power is
60 mW.
In principle, the amplifier 1/ f noise can be reduced with

arrier suppression methods, in which only the noise side-
ands are amplified. The difficulty of the absence of a
lean reference with sufficient microwave power to pump
he mixer has been recently solved.25 Incorporating car-
ier suppression, which is well developed in the micro-
ave domain,26 in a photonic oscillator has been
emonstrated,27 but it is still a challenging task and we
re currently studying it further.

. Mixer Noise
here are a number of available microwave double-
alanced mixers that exhibit sufficiently low residual
icker. A conservative value for the flicker coefficient is
−1,10−12. This makes the mixer noise negligible as com-
ared with the amplifier. These low-noise mixers are
vailable as commercial parts, without the need of indi-
idual selection. On the other hand, the double-balanced
ixer must be saturated at both inputs in order for it to
ork properly as a phase detector. The power range is of a

actor of 10 centered around s±5 dBd an optimum power of
–10 mW. At both sides out of that range, b−1 increases.
urthermore, at lower power the conversion gain

0.1–0.5 V/radd drops suddenly. This is a consequence of
he exponential isyd characteristics of the internal
chottky diodes.

. Contamination from Amplitude Noise
ixers are sensitive to the amplitude noise of the input

ignal. The output voltage ystd takes the form y=kff
kaa, where astd is the amplitude fluctuation defined by
q. (1). This results from the imperfect cancellation of the
oltage across the internal diodes, due to diode differ-
nces and the asymmetry of power splitting. In some
ases we have measured kf /ka as low as 5, while values of
0–20 are also common. In spite of this, amplitude noise
eldom represents a problem in microwave measure-
ents, and at most turns into a small error in the mea-

urement of Sfsfd. Yet in photonic systems the contamina-
ion from amplitude noise can be a serious problem
ecause of the power fluctuation of some lasers and laser
mplifiers, chiefly the erbium-doped fiber amplifier
EDFA). In the radio frequency and the microwave do-
ain, Brendel et al.,28 and later Cibiel et al.,29 suggests

hat the mixer can be operated at a point of zero sensitiv-
ty to the amplitude noise. In practice this point occurs at

few degrees off the perfect quadrature, where the re-
idual noise and the conversion gain of the mixer are not
ffected. That optimal point depends on the specific mixer
ample and on amplitude and frequency, for it must be de-
ermined experimentally in each case. Unfortunately, the
rendel offset method cannot be used when a discrimina-

or is inserted in one arm. This occurs because the null of
mplitude sensitivity results from the equilibrium be-
ween equal and opposite sensitivities at the two inputs.
he discriminator decorrelates the signals, hence the ef-

ect of a fluctuation of the input amplitude appears at the
utput twice, immediately and after the discriminator de-
ay.

. Other Sources of Noise
he microwave photodetector contributes with its 1/ f
uctuations, in addition to white noise. The measurement
f these 1/ f fluctuations is a challenging problem and has
een reported previously only in a single instance.30 A sec-
nd source of noise is the EOM. While the physical struc-
ure makes one think that these components are less
oisy than the active devices, no information has been

ound about their noise. A further contribution comes
rom the laser-amplified spontaneous emission and from
he noise of the optical pump (Ref. 31, Section 10, and Ap-
endix C). As theory does not provide clear indications
bout all of the above sources of noise, a pragmatic ap-
roach is necessary that consists of measuring the total
oise of the microwave photonic channel.

. Flicker Noise of the Microwave Photonic Channel
he microwave channel consists of a 1.55-mm laser diode

United Technologies Photonics UTP CW-DFB-1550) fol-
owed by an EDFA (NuPhoton NP2000GB-23B-G23-NO-
8-FPIS), an EOM (Lucent X2624C) and a photodetector
Discovery Semiconductor DSC30-1K, and Lasertron
DMH-3), the same components used in the final experi-
ents. These components are considered representative

f the available ones, for similar noise is expected if simi-
ar components are chosen. The channel input is the mi-
rowave input of the EOM, and the output is the micro-
ave output of the photodetector. The EDFA precedes the
OM instead of following it. The advantage of this un-
ommon configuration is that the EDFA cannot contribute
o the phase noise of the microwave signal. The lower op-
ical power, which is the main disadvantage, is not a prob-
em in our case because the maximum power is limited by
he saturation in the photodetector.

The measurement was carried out with a simplified
ersion of the interferometric technique described in Ref.
6, at a frequency of 9.9 GHz. Basically, the system is a
ridge in which the carrier is suppressed at the photode-
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ector output by addition of a fraction of the signal sent to
he EOM input. The noise sidebands introduced by the
hannel and not suppressed by the bridge are amplified
nd downconverted to dc by synchronous detection. This
ystem is capable of detecting the amplitude noise and
he phase noise of the channel, depending on the phase g
f the synchronous detection. With a microwave power of
.32 W s+25 dBmd at the EOM input and an optical power
f ,1 mW at the detector input, the power available at
he detector output was Pm=6.3 mW s−22 dBmd. The
aximum microwave power, obtained by an increase of

he optical power, is a few decibels higher, limited limited
y saturation in the photodetector. Yet in our case we had
o operate the detector in the linear region; otherwise, the
nstability of the output power unbalances the bridge,
hich spoils the measurement. We simplified the mea-

urement process by sweeping g instead of calibrating it.
he measured quantity is the noise ellipse f sin g
a cos g, with arbitrary origin of g. The semiaxes of the
oise ellipse defined by the flicker measured at 1 Hz were
.4310−13 and 5.9310−11. Based on physical insight, we
scribe the maximum to amplitude noise and the
inimum to phase noise, that is, 7.4310−13 rad2/Hz

−121.3 dB rad2/Hzd.
These results state that when the microwave signal of

n oscillator crosses the photonic channel from the EOM
nput to the detector output (see Fig. 7), the phase-noise
ontribution of the channel is of −121.3 dB rad2/Hz at
=1 Hz, of the 1/ f type. This also includes the noise of the
aser and of the EDFA. The relevant conclusion is that the
icker noise of the modulator–detector pair, including the
ffect of the laser noise and of the EDFA noise, is lower by
factor 30 s15 dBd than the noise of a typical microwave

mplifier, thus it does not deserve more attention here.

. Comparison of Methods
igure 6 compares the phase-noise spectrum of some se-

ected low-noise commercially available sources with the
oise of a photonic homodyne instrument. All spectra re-
er to the carrier frequency of 10 GHz and to the best low-

ig. 6. Comparison between phase-noise measurement method
ated from the optical power that gives P with m=1 and h=0.6.
m
oise available option. In the case of fixed-frequency oscil-
ators (quartz and sapphire), the spectra are converted to
0 GHz with the intrinsic property of frequency multipli-
ation by a rational number z, that is Sfout=z2Sfin.

A synthesizer can be directly used as the reference in
ig. 2. In this case, the phase noise of the synthesizer sets
he measurement limit. Phase noise can be further re-
uced in the lower part of the spectrum by a locking of the
ynthesizer to an external source. The cutoff frequency
elow which locking is effective depends on the synthe-
izer inside.

A quartz oscillator followed by a frequency multiplier
an be used as the reference by use of the scheme of Fig.
(b). Experience suggests a choice between 5- and 100
MHz oscillators. The 5-MHz oscillator offer the lowest
oise at low f because of the higher Q and of the superior
tability of the 5-MHz resonator as compared with the
00-MHz ones. In some cases systd can be lower than
0−13 for t<1 s. On the other hand, white noise is rela-
ively high, because the white noise of the internal ampli-
er is raised by the high order of frequency multiplication
23103d required to attain 10 GHz. 100-MHz oscillators
enefit from the lower order of needed multiplication
102d and from the lower white noise that results from ex-
itation of the resonator at higher power. Yet the excita-
ion power further reduces the low-frequency stability.
ven-lower noise can be obtained with a whispering-
allery-mode reference oscillator, which benefits from the
igh Q of the resonator. Yet in that case an oscillator close
o the frequency of the source under test is necessary.

The noise limit of the delay-line measurements origi-
ates from the noise of its constituent components, chiefly
he amplifier pair, converted into input phase noise with
qs. (5) and (6). The white noise of the amplifier pair also

ncludes the shot noise. The latter is obtained by deriva-
ion of Pl from Pm. Equation (12) is used, with m=1 and
=0.6. Three cases are considered in which the line

ength is 20 km, 2 km, and 200 m. The upper frequency
imit comes from ft=0.95, where Eq. (5) yields a correc-
ion of 16 dB. Between f=0.95/t and f=1/t, the output

white noise of the amplifier pair also includes shot noise, calcu-
s. The
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oltage spectrum goes abruptly to zero, where no mea-
urement is possible.

. MEASUREMENT OF DELAY-LINE
SCILLATORS

he background noise of the photonic homodyne instru-
ent [Fig. 3(a)] for f!1/2ptd is approximated by

Sfisfd = S 1

2ptd
D2 1

f2Sfosfd, s22d

here Sfosfd is the overall phase noise of the optical and
lectrical part, chiefly the amplifier noise dominant at low
. Equation (22) is Eq. (5) inverted and approximated for
ow f.

Let us consider a delay-line oscillator at the frequency
0. Its phase noise is given by the Leeson formula32

Sflsfd = F1 +
n0

2

4Q2

1

f2GSfasfd, s23d

here Sfasfd is the phase noise of the sustaining amplifier
nd more generally the equivalent phase noise of the elec-
ronics in the loop. Taking Q=pn0td8 as the equivalent
erit factor of the delay line that is used as the resonator,

nd dropping the term “1+” in the brackets, negligible at
ow f, Eq. (23) becomes

Sflsfd = S 1

2ptd8
D2 1

f2Sfasfd. s24d

quation (24) is formally identical to Eq. (22). Hence, at
rst glance one may believe that the background noise of
he instrument is the same as the oscillator noise fSfisfd
Sflsfdg if the same key components are used. This means

d=td8 for the delay line, and the same phase noise exists
or the amplifier. Yet the oscillator makes use of one am-
lifier, whereas the instrument [Fig. 3(a)] needs two am-
lifiers. Thus the instrument must have either a superior
mplifier technology or a longer delay line. Of course, a
onger line limits the maximum f. On the other hand the
esign of the instrument, compared with the design of an
scillator, allows more freedom in the choosing of the most
ppropriate working point of all parts. Therefore it is pos-
ible to successfully design an instrument based on the
ame (or similar) delay and amplifier of the oscillator to
e measured.

Fig. 7. Schem
. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
igure 7 shows the complete measurement scheme. This
cheme derives from Section 3 and from the experimental
acts detailed in subsection 4.D. Although the instrument
s mainly intended for the measurement of photonic oscil-
ators, it is adapted to the traditional microwave oscilla-
ors by modulation of the internal 1.55-mm optical source.
hase locking, as in the traditional schemes of Fig. 2, is

mpossible. Yet the oscillator under test can still be fre-
uency locked to the discriminator, which is useful for
ome low-noise oscillators that drift in the long term. The
elay line is a Coreguide SMF28 optical fiber that exhib-
ts an attenuation of 0.2 dB/km and a refractive index of
.45. With a 2-km fiber, the delay is td=9.67 ms. Thus the
rst null of uHfsfdu2 occurs at f=103.4 kHz. The amplifier
oise figure F is of ,2.5 s4 dBd, which also accounts for
he losses in the detector–amplifier path.

The first experiment is the measurement of a 9.9-GHz
icrowave source that consists of a 100-MHz quartz os-

illator (Wenzel CO 233 VFW) followed by a 399 fre-
uency multiplier (MATS PLX32-18). The multiplier (9.9
GHz output, +13 dBm), was connected to the microwave
nput of the instrument. The optical power Pl was set to
.7 mW, and the modulation index m was close to 1. Un-
er these conditions, Eq. (16) predicts a noise floor of 4
10−15 rad2/Hz s−144 dB rad2/Hzd. Yet Pl and m tend to

rift during the experiment, because removing the con-
ectors and reconfiguring the circuit takes some time.
his instability, due to microwave induced thermal effects

n the EOM, makes the prediction of Eq. (16) rather opti-
istic, by an estimated factor of about two.
Figure 8 shows the results of the experiment. We first

ssess the residual noise of the instrument by setting td
0 (the delay line is bypassed). Curve A is the residual
oise of the instrument referred at the mixer input, i.e.,
he spectrum measured by the fast Fourier transform
nalyzer divided by the dc gain s40 dBd and by the mixer
hase-to-voltage gain s−10 dB V/radd. The left part fits
fsfd=4310−11f−1 (−104 dB rad2/Hz at f=1 Hz). This is
ue to the phase flickering of the two amplifiers. Curve A
as a bump at 3 kHz and also at 30 kHz, which hides the
hite noise floor predicted by Eq. (16). This bump is as-

ribed to the EDFA. A lower bump was obtained with a
ifferent EDFA. Curve B of Fig. 8 is derived from curve A
y use of Eq. (5) and td=9.67 ms. This is the residual
oise referred to as the oscillator output, which is the in-
trument limit in the final measurement with the same
d=9.67 ms. The left part of curve B, from 10 Hz to some
kHz, is a frequency flicker of coefficient b =1.08

e instrument.
e of th
−3
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10−2. Then the delay line is restored in order to measure
he oscillator noise. The phase-noise spectrum referred to
s the mixer input, not shown, is converted into the oscil-
ator noise by use of Eq. (5). This is curve C, which is fit-
ed by the power law

Sfsfd =
1.66 3 10−1

f3 +
3 3 10−4

f2 + 7.7 3 10−12, s25d

here b−3=1.66310−1=−7.7 dB rad2/Hz, b−2=3310−4

−35.2 dB rad2/Hz, and b0=7.7310−12=
111.2 dB rad2/Hz. Flicker and white frequency noise
riginate in the quartz oscillator, while the white phase
oise may be due to the oscillator or to the multiplier. The
llan deviation systd, calculated with the conversion for-
ulas available in Refs. 6–10, and discarding the white

hase noise, is sy=1.25310−11 for the background noise
f the instrument, and

systd = 4.9 3 10−11 +
1.24 3 10−12

Ît
s26d

or the oscillator under test.
Figure 9 gives an example of the reproducibility of our
ethod. This figure refers to the same microwave source

f Fig. 8, measured some six months later by a different
perator after some relevant components were changed.
he EOM is now a JDS Uniphase MZ-150-120-T-1-1-C2-
2-O2. The laser diode is replaced with a more powerful
ne (FITEL FOL 15DCWB-A81-19210-B), for the EDFA is
o longer necessary. The optical power is Pl=1.9 mW,
ith a modulation index m=0.53. Curves A, B, and C
ave the same meaning as in Fig. 8. The bumps at 3 and
0 kHz have now disappeared from curves A and B, while
he flicker limit is almost unchanged. After a minimum of
moothing, the oscillator noise (curve C) overlaps to
ithin 0.5 dB of the previous measurement.
The second experiment is the measurement of a 10.05

GHz photonic oscillator based on a 4-km optical fiber.
he 1.55-mm optical output had to be amplified from the
ower of 9.5 mW to 1.7 mW with the EDFA. Figure 10
hows the results. Plots A, B, and C have the same mean-

Fig. 8. Measurement of a multiplied quartz oscillator.
ng and are measured in the same way as before. Curve A
ts the 1/ f line only in the frequency range from 40 Hz to

ess than 1 kHz and increases below 40 Hz. The residual
icker is some 5 times s7 dBd higher than in the previous
ase. We ascribe this phenomenon to the amplitude noise
f the oscillator, taken in by the mixer. Between 20 Hz
nd 10 kHz, plot C (oscillator noise) is fitted by the model

Sfsfd =
8 3 10−1

f3 +
1.2 3 10−3

f2 , s27d

here b−3=0.8=−1 dB rad2/Hz, b−2=1.2310−3

−29.2 dB rad2/Hz, which reveals the presence of flicker
nd white frequency noise. Below some 20 Hz, the curve

is not representative of the oscillator phase noise, be-
ause it is raised by the background noise. Converting the
icker and the white frequency noise into Allan deviation,
e get

ig. 9. Measurement of the multiplied quartz oscillator of Fig.
, reproduced with a different experimental configuration.

Fig. 10. Measurement of a photonic oscillator.
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systd = 1 3 10−10 +
2.4 3 10−12

Ît
. s28d

Finally, we remark that by use of a 2-km delay line it
as been possible to measure the noise of an oscillator
ased on a 4-km delay line, making use of similar ap-
roach and parts. This supports the conclusion of Section
that in practice the background noise of the instrument

an often be made to be lower than the oscillator noise, if
imilar parts are used.

. FINAL REMARKS
he phase-noise measurement method proposed in this
aper features simplicity, straightforward implementa-
ion, and great flexibility. It is suitable for a wide range of
arrier frequency (some two octaves, depending on the mi-
rowave mixer and amplifiers), it accepts either micro-
ave or modulated optical input, and it does not require
hase locking. Additionally, the presence of the optical
hannel enables EMI isolation and ground isolation and
rovides the ultimate shielding. Sensitivity, which is not
he main virtue of this method, is indeed high in the
02–106 Hz region, depending on the delay used in the in-
trument. For example, with the use of a 20-km optical fi-
er (see Fig. 6) the background noise calculated in the
02–103 Hz region is 20 dB lower than the phase noise of
icrowave synthesizers and only 5 dB higher than that of

he best commercial whispering-gallery mode oscillator.
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